
NAVY SUPPLY CORPS FOUNDATION 
3651 Mars Hill Road, Ste 200B 

Watkinsville, GA 30677 

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT  
BETWEEN 

NAVY SUPPLY CORPS FOUNDATION 
AND 

ex-USS XXXX (XX-XX) and the official organization name to obligate it (ORG) 

Subj:  MEMORANDUM REGARDING NAVY SUPPLY CORPS DISPLAY(S) ONBOARD  
          ex-USS XXXX (XX-XX)  

This Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) is to document a long-term partnership and 
communicate expectations between the Navy Supply Corps Foundation (NSCF) and the XXXX 
ORG and (XX-XX).  The NSCF Heritage Committee will be the NSCF’s point of contact for this 
MOA.  This MOA ensures clear understanding among both parties, as it relates to collaboration 
to develop and display supply spaces and exhibits onboard ex-USS XXXX.  This MOA includes 
commitment to the following:  funding for development; space renovation and construction; 
security and maintenance of exhibit items and spaces. 

It is mutually agreed that the goal of NSCF funded exhibits is to provide an accurate and realistic 
account and preserve the contributions of Supply Corps Officers and supply related Enlisted 
Sailors during a specific historical period.  In addition to funding support for displays and 
exhibits, the NSCF will engage with the ship’s representative to provide assistance with concept 
development and identify sources for artifacts and information.  As feasible, XXXX ORG agrees 
to continually seek ways to fully develop, refurbish, and program and supply spaces and related 
exhibits onboard ex-XXXX (XX-XX), aiming to tell the Supply Department story and opening 
up the supply spaces to the public for touring.  Under no circumstances will the display bring 
discredit to the Navy Supply Corps Foundation, Navy Supply Corps, or the U.S. Navy. 

NSCF and XXXX ORG will partner to jointly fund supply space preparation, programming, and 
exhibits.  ex-USS XXXX (XX-XX) will provide concept and detailed proposals with budgets to 
NSCF for phased construction and displays of supply exhibits.  In addition, it is expected that ex-
USS XXXX (XX-XX) and XXXX ORG will seek matching contributions for proposed 
programs, exhibits and modifications/construction to spaces prior to official submission of 
funding request. The NSCF Heritage Committee will review proposals and submit 
recommendations for funding to the NSCF Board.  If approved, NSCF Heritage Committee and 
ex-USS XXXX (XX-XX) will formalize grant funding via a specific grant funding request form 
and/or agreement.   Following formalization of grant funding request, payment will be sent to the 
ex-USS XXXX (XX-XX) designated representative by the NSCF.  ex-USS XXXX (XX-XX) 



will be responsible to provide NSCF with a full accounting of fund disbursement and return 
unused funds and/or obtain NCSF pre-authorization for major project or program funding 
deviations. 

Completed supply spaces and displays will prominently display acknowledgement of NSCF 
support.  Such acknowledgement and wording will be coordinated with the NSCF.  ex-USS 
XXXX (XX-XX) will make completed spaces and displays part of the main tour route for public 
viewing.  ex-USS XXXX (XX-XX) will ensure the continued professional appearance, 
maintenance, and security of supply displays and exhibits.  Any maintenance or security 
requirements beyond the normal support provided by ex-USS XXXX (XX-XX) will be 
addressed and resolved prior to the initiation of any shipboard display or exhibit.  Should any 
issues arise such as major rework for maintenance of an already completed display or exhibit and 
NSCF financial contribution is desired, ex-USS XXXX (XX-XX) will submit a proposal request 
to NSCF as detailed above.  It is the responsibility of ex-USS XXXX (XX-XX) to cover regular 
ongoing operating costs of the museum, exhibits, and/or or program.  Under no circumstances, 
will NSCF be obligated for regular ongoing operating costs of the completed exhibit and/or 
program without prior written authorization. 

Arrangements for the loan of supply artifacts and archives held by the Naval History and 
Heritage Command (NHHC) will be made by XXXX ORG directly with NHHC. 

In the event of theft, vandalism, loss, or unforeseen acts of nature causing damage or loss to 
exhibit items or spaces, the NSCF Chairman will be notified immediately in writing by ex-USS 
XXXX (XX-XX) via the NSCF Heritage Committee.  It is the sole responsibility of each 
museum ship to provide adequate insurance cost coverage to restore and/or replace any display, 
items, or space developed with funding or other support from the NSCF per this MOA.     

Furthermore, in the event any space(s) developed with any type of support from the NSCF is 
subsequently desired to be redeveloped as a non-supply related space for whatever purpose, 
XXXX ORG will notify the NSCF Chairman via the Heritage Committee so that disposition of 
items/exhibits within the space(s) can be mutually agreed upon between the NSCF and XXXX 
ORG.   

XXXX ORG will notify NSCF Chairman in the event ex-USS XXXX (XX-XX) or XXXX ORG 
changes ownership, ceases to be a regular ongoing public museum open a minimum of XXX 
days per year, or fails to maintain exhibits and/or or vessel with high level of care as identified 
by industry standard.  ex-USS XXXX (XX-XX) will provide reasonable access to NSCF 
leadership to verify exhibit and/or program display operation.  This arrangement will be 
documented via a separate agreement to this MOA prior to any action to redevelop or close the 
museum and dispose of any assets/material in those exhibits. 



______________________________   __________________________ 
NAME        NAME 
Title / Officer       Chairman,  
XXXX Organization      Navy Supply Corps Foundation


